
LAGOS STATE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

WKS TOPICS

Rovisjon of

topics on whole

numbers, decimal numbocs

and fractions.

2 Ratio and Proportion
• Direct Proportion

Inveme Proponton
Real life problems on ratio

and proporlton.

•Ouantitatjve Reasoning,

IMPORTANCE
-It helps in the shanng of
items

-Shares and dividends

3 Percentages

Importance:
-Collation of school results

-It helps in the distribution

and allocation of social

amenities to communities or

states In a country.

UNIFIED SCHEMES or WORK FOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS

(MATHEMATICS FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL)

PRIMARY SIX SECOND TERM

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS LEARNING

Pupils fihouid bo to:
i tho on nddition,

'01btjaction nnd nod

divjqion of (n) whole

decinvil (c,) fraction

i/ participato in Teqt

Pupils should bo ablo to:
discuss tho meanjnq of and

solve problems on ratio

b. tnterpret and solve direct

proportion equations

c. interpret and solve inverse

proportion equations

e, solve Quantitative Reasoning

exerctses on ratio and proportion

Pupils should be able to:
a. express one number as a

percentage of another

b. solve exercises on percentage

increase and decrease

c. solve real life problems on

percentages

d, solve quantitative reasoning.

in 
on first

and quontionq from firqt toon

in the Poqumption

Popilfi in qroups•

• exproqs th0if tn ratio and record.

.(liqc.usq tho moanjnq of ratio and solve

problems on ratio 0.0. There aro 30 boys

of
and '10 airls in a class. What the ratio 

boys to qtrlfi?

ratio

• Interpret and solve questions on direct

proportion e.g. 20 shoes cost N300, What js

the cost of 25 shoes at the same rate?

20 shoes cost N300 00

I shoe cost S N15.00

•.25 shoes will cost 25 N15 = N375,OO

-interpret and solve inverse proportion

equations. e.g. 9 men can finish a job in 8

days. How many men will finish the job in 12

days, if they work at the same rate?

9 men takes 8 days

1 man will take 9 x 8 days 72 days

number of men for 12days =

-6
6 men take 12 days

- share N450 between Audu and Dele in

ratio 2:3

Total ratio = 2+3 = 5

Audu's share = 2/5 x N450

= 2 = N180
Dele's share = 3/5 x N450

= 3 x N90 = N270

Therefore; Audu will get N180 and Dele gets

N270

Quantitative Reasoning

2

NIO

ii.

8boys

20 boy

Pupils in small groups:

2

N25

10 days

4 days

-study percentage scores of a pupil's result
in an examination.

express one number as a percentage of
another e.g. what percentage of N400 is
N20?

N400 1

- solye exercises on percentage increase

Commonic.ation and

Collaboration.

and Personal 

Critical thinkjno and

Problem

Cornmunication and

Collaboration

Citizenship

Critical thinking and

Problem solving

Exercises 
RESOURCES

from 
class-work and home

questions from
examination

Mathematics 
Tex

tbooks

Chart on ratioånd
proportion

Mathematics 
textbook

Pupils ages

www,ooilnem th

www Imath4

Pupils scores in

examinabon

Chart on percentage

Multiplicaåon table

www.study.com

www.mathema

www.youtube.com/pe
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4 Indices (Powor)
-Numbers in index form

-Rules of indices

-Real life problems

•Ouantitative Reasoning

Importance

Pupils should be able to:
a. write numbers in index forms

b. solve exercises involving

c. use rule of indices of
multiplication and division to solve

exercises

McttuJ

(100-0

Quantitative Reasoning

0
25% '/ 10

3(H0

Pupils ag individual sing or recite square
table song i.e. 22, 324 2, 52etc

-4, 9, 16,25
- write numbers in index forms e.g.

C?zt

- solve exercises involving power eg.
They are used In computer

games. d. use indices (power) to solve daily
are used -They in Engineering.

life activities.
Economics, Accounting

and Finances
e. solve quantitative reasoning on

indices.

23 x3=2x2x2x3 -1
2032 2x2x3x3 3
- use rule of indices of multiplication and

division to solve exercises ig
i, n2 x n3 = n2•3 = n5

e.g. 45 +42 = 452 = 43

NB: any number raises to power zero is

equal to 1 0

i.e. 50 =1 or 90 =1

Simplify: ? x 2 +22 x 20

2391-2+0=22

e.g evaluate: 52 x

use indices (power) to solve daily Me

activities, e.g Pencils are arranged in Pde of
3. Find the total number of pencils in 4 pies

Total number of pencils in 4 piles = 34

Quantitative Reasoning
i.2 4 8 16 32
ii.3 9 81 243
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TOPCS

S sen&oces:

LEARNING ACTMTES
LEARNAGOS.JEC"VES

C. O.at&tve

evert tat

serercgs

Rive a±Cjtcr

ruittciicäti.v Svscr

Recipcocai of number.

se-tercss

6 Length and Pythagoras Pupils should be able to: 
Rules

Importance:
-Itheipstodescribe the (b) s%te 

;rcmems 

ts

ses

- ECcitcr a-c 

2ivce sce

rc

cf

-scitie zitgiicacr a-c Zi%iscr
zce• tiris cf

•e Zitg»ies it
Fre

re -utgiy Sy

; --sa=ts
Vuitgiydc&sæsby

Reciprocal of

Quantitative Reæoning

i s 4=sx4-2x4

-20-8=12

P.isn

use sc.ssvs
PersorE
Crea%ity

-de. he Yee •desoiar$tar•æed
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MATHEMATCS

WKS TOPICS

areaqthnt ore

.11 to make use of a

shortcut route betweon two

routes

7 MID TERM BREAK

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

identify the throe Sides of a right

angled trianq'e

use the Pythagoras rules to find

the unknown length of a

angled tnanqle

(e) jnterpret and solve word

problems on Pythagoras.

(0 solve quantftatjve reasoning

exercgses on Pythagoras

Pupils should be able to:
i. revise exercises on topics leamt
ii. artici ate in midterm test

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Oprnqte

state the Pythagoras Rules e.g

02 —Al

ili. Al HI — 02
— 0 2

Where:

H = Hypotenuse

O = Opposite
A = Adjacent

-use the Pythagoras rules to find the

unknown length of a right angled tnangle

e.g.

3cm

c

9 + 16 =

25=5cm

-interpret and solve word problems on

Pythagoras.

i. A ladder of length 10cm is rested on

a wall of length 8cm high. What is the

distance between the foot of the

ladder and the wall?

ii.

Draw:

wall Ladder

8cm locm

Distance Apart (A)

Distance apart,

-102-82

A = C 36 = 6cm

Quantitative Reasoning

13 12 5

ii. 17 15 8

10 8 6

Pupils in small groups partake in quiz

i. revise exercises on leamt

EMBEDOEO CORE
SKILLS

Critical thnkrg and Questas tun

Problem solvrg.
Communabon and exerases
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WKS TOPICS LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES
EMBEDDED 

CORE

s COMMERCIAL MATTER Pupils should be abje to

n. parttogk2te in midterm test

Pupils In small groups:

MONEY
Profit Loss
Sinvle Intenst
Oscount and

Commission

Rate md Tax
Share and Dividend

Importance:
-It an tnstght to plan

on profit makng
business

-It helps to be prudent in
spending e.g. shares.

a. calculate the profit and loss on

sales. Thus Profit

100%
lass

discuss the meaning of

discount and commtsston and

calculate the discount and

comrmssjon on sales of

commodities

ii. explain the meaning of tax and

rate, use copies of bills to

calculate tax and rate

transact sales With dummy money on

these.

i. Profit and loss.

ii, Simple interest.

iv Discount and Commission.

- study different bills and exchange the bills

In tums among the groups.

Each group practices the activity given on

discount, commission, tax. share, dividend

respectively

- calculate the profit and loss on sales. Thus

iii. If on NI he pays 5k. He Will pay % Profit 100%
tax of 5k x N15,OOO % Loss = LOSS Icost PriceX 100%/1

N750

v. calculate shares and dividends of a e.g. Mr. Kunle purchased a radio for N15,

company 000 and sold it to Mr. Uche for N18, 000.

Find his percentage profit

Cost pnce = N15, 000
selling Price = NIB, 000

Profit = Selling Price - Cost Price
N18, 000 - N15, 000= N3, 000

%Profit

%Profit 100%/1 = 20%

-calculate and solve simple interest on
business loans e.g.

Simple Interest = Principal x Time x

v. Mrs. Awoyade borrowed N120, 000
from a bank for 3 years at an annual
interest rate of 15% per annum. Find
the interest on the loan and how much
will she pay back to the bank?

Principal = N120, 000
Time = 3 years
Rate = 15%

:. I = PXTXR/100

= N120.OOOX3X 15/100

=N54, 000

vi. Amount = Principal + Interest
= N120, 000 + N54, 000
= N174, 000

She will pay back = N174, 000

-discuss the meaning of discount and
commission and calculate the discount and
commission on sales of commodities e.g. A
supemarket gives.a discount of 5% on
goods purchase during a festivity How much
will a man pay for a good of N7, 000?
% moo x
= N350

He will pay = N7000 - N350
= N6, 650

-explain the meaning of tax and rate, use
copies of bills go calculate tax and rate e.g.A man's annual income is N25,000. If
NIO,OOO is tax free of his income.
a. Calculate how much of his income is

taxable.
b, If he pays tax at the rate of 5k per naira,how much has he to pay?
His income = N25, 000
His tax free = NIO, 000
Taxabie income = N25,OOO - NIO,OOO =
N15,OOO

iv. I(on NI he a 5k. He will a taxof5k
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SKILLS
Collaboraton

Leadership and 
Personal

Citizenship

Communication 
and

collaboration skills
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MATHEMATICS

topics

and

LEARNING on.jcx•.ttvcs

should be able to

LEARNING Activities

Nt6.000

of company
0.0, A woman bought in n
Compnny Ilow touch dividend qhould
jocoivo if (iividondn paid NGO

On dividond ot Nfi() in onid. On
000 a dividend of NGO 300 will bo

paid - NfiO x 000 N16,OOO

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

individuals scisnocs to cut Creativity and imnqtnation

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Carpet
9

f Plane Shapes

plane shapes 9,

rectangle, squajv,

trapezium. parallelogram.

civele etc. tnangle

ot each plane

shape

Area and penmeter of

inequlav shapes

Solve real lite problems,

a discuss the proportion of tho

plane

b, discuss the meaning and

calculate the of

shapes i.e.

dittocont plano shnpos from cardboard,

carpet. cu10f or measure to

measure the dimensions (sides) and thon

calculato the perimotor by nddjnq all the

sides of each shape.

Cardboard paper

Scissors
Pencil

Ruler

of a a 2 (l,ength

Bwadth) -Pupils in small groups discuss tho

properties of tho plano shapes.

-Pupils in pair discuss the meaning and

calculate tho perimeter of plane shapes i.e.

Perimeter of a rectangle = 2 (Length +

Importance: Breadth)

Svmyors use it to measurv

the dimensions ot land in

acms, hectres etc. e.g. a. A rectangle is of length 10cm and

breadth of 6cm. Find its perimeter

10 cm

6 cm

Perimeter = 2 (L + B)
= 2 (10+6) cm
= 2 x 16cm

= 32cm

- Perimeter of a square = 4 x length
A square has a length of 10cm. what is its

perimeter?

Perimeter = 4 x length = 4 x 10cm = 40cm

- Perimeter of a trapezium equals to the sum

of distance round it. E.g. find the perimeter

of the figure below.
1 pcm

4cm -cm

14cm
Perimeter = 12cm + 5cm + 14cm +4cm =

35cm

-Find the perimeter of a circle whose radius

is 7cm.
Perimeter of a circle = 2 r

2 X 2217 X

= 2 x 22cm = 44cm

The perimeter of a circle can also be

calculated using diameter i.e. Circumference

-calculate the area of a rectangle, square,

trapezium etc

a. area of a rectangle = Length x Breadth

e.g.

7cm

4cma.

Area = 7cm x 4cm = 28cm2
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CORE

10 Pupils should be able to:
a e-v-ess in

ces e. kiogram.
= tkg

= t&ne
ece•atns eve n

seers
c. reasoc•ng

t'

\ Oct" •

the whose

• ttv area ami of

e g. IS the area and of

thiS

2cm

Area = fustiy, detach the snull tvgular

Opes shape calculate each

and add areas together i.e.

Area of A \ = t4cn$

Arm of B = x tScm•'

Area of the shape = t4cn$ • tScm: =

tts perimeter =

= • 20') • 2,Sem • 2cm •

• 2.Sem • 2cm =

soq\• tea! problems on perimeters and

atea of regular and irregular shapes

Quantitative Reasoning

Pcm Acm 2,50cm
26cm IO.OOcm

Pupils in snail groups: Communicat•n and

uwe•t weght to tonnes. grammes and

•ograms Cntcai thinking and

Problem sotvtng

express weights in different units Chart

e.g. gram, kilogram tomeeg. t000g = tkg

IONkg =

= 1 tonoe

i. How many kilograms are n 8500g?

SSOOg = = 8.5kg

-s&e real life problems on weght e.g. a
basket wetghts 3k? ard Ikg 420g

1 reps trom 
of he 

he 
basxet?

basket what be the new

edudelighttutors.com



MATHEMATICS
WKS TOPICS

11 Revison

PROJECT

12 EXAMINATION

13 EXAMINATION

LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Pupils should be able to:
i. revise topics in 2nd term

EXAMINATION

MINATION

3kg 3509

Ikg 930g

Quantitative Reasoning

2kg 750g 4kg 315g

7kg065g

ii.

10.25kg

2059

5

Pupils in small groups practice 2nd term's
topics together.

Pupils in groups construct a rectangular
board ruler with plmood.

EXAMINATION
EXAMINATION

EMBEDDED CORE
SKILLS

Communication and

collaboration

Leadership and personal

devel ment
EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

LEARNING
RESOURCES

Exercises from dass work

and homework

Mathematics textbooks

EXAMINATION

EXAMINATION

UNIFIED S edUdelighttutors.com


